We are SUPER excited for you to join us!
Saturday, June 10th 2017 and Sunday, June 11th 2017

All Studio Recital Shows: Saturday, June 10th 2017
**Memorial Auditorium:** 2 East South Street Raleigh 27601 – 919.996.8500

Show 1: 10:00am
- Doors open at 9:15am to dressing rooms and auditorium
- Show length is approximately 2 hours
- 20 minute awards and intermission at approx. 11:00am
- Show ends at approximately 12:30pm

Show 2: 2:00pm
- Doors open at 1:15pm to dressing rooms and auditorium
- Show length is approximately 2 hours
- 20 minute awards and intermission at approx. 3:00pm
- Show ends at approximately 4:30pm

Show 3: 6:00pm
- Doors open at 5:15pm to dressing room and auditorium
- Show length is approximately 2 hours
- 20 minute awards and intermission at approx. 7:00pm
- Show ends at approximately 8:30pm

DRESS REHEARSAL is on Friday, June 9th at Memorial Auditorium.
Please see rehearsal schedule for your class’s on-stage time.

Competitive Company Recital Show: Sunday, June 11th 2017
**Cary Arts Center:** 101 Dry Ave. Cary, NC 27511 – 919.469.4069

Show: 4:00pm
- Doors open at 3:15pm to dressing room and auditorium
- Show length is approximately 2 hours
- 20 minute awards and intermission at approx. 5:00pm
- Show ends at approximately 6:00pm

**CDP AWARD CEREMONY…**

- Be on the lookout for our trophy list. We will post this in the lobby and online.
- Please email the studio with any name misspellings, or corrections.
- Awards will be given out for the following attendance years (years DO NOT have to be consecutive)
  - 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15 years
  - graduating seniors
  - teacher assistants
- If your child is receiving a trophy, please send them backstage 2 dances before intermission/awards
- If your dancer is still with his/her class, the dresser moms will take them backstage at the appropriate time
- After trophies are passed out, students will remain on stage until curtains close. They will then be ushered by CDP staff back to their dressing rooms for act 2, or to collect their belongings for pick up.

**MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM POLICIES AND SHOW ETIQUETTE:**
- NO FOOD OR DRINKS ALLOWED IN THE THEATRE OR BACKSTAGE
- THE ENTIRE DUKE ENERGY CENTER IS A NON-SMOKING FACILITY
- NO ONE IS ALLOWED INTO THE THEATRE AUDITORIUM UNTIL 45 MINUTES PRIOR TO SHOWTIME
- AUDIENCE MEMBERS WILL ONLY BE ALLOWED TO GO IN OR OUT OF THE THEATER BETWEEN NUMBERS
- NO VIDEO CAMERAS OR FLASH PHOTOGRAPHY DURING THE SHOW
- CRYING CHILDREN SHOULD BE TAKEN OUT OF THE THEATRE IMMEDIATELY
- CELL PHONES SHOULD BE TURNED OFF DURING PERFORMANCES
- STROLLERS ARE NOT ALLOWED IN THE AISLE OF THE AUDITORIUM THEY CAN BE PARKED IN THE HANDICAP SEATING AREAS

**CDP RECITAL PARKING…**

There are multiple lots near the theater. Look for signs that read EVENT PARKING. Parking is $7.00 per car. Handicapped accessible parking for Daily Box Office is located on Wilmington Street, adjacent to Memorial Auditorium.

**CDP RECITAL TICKETS…**

Tickets will be on sale in May, here at CDP. Details on ticket sale times TBA.

- Cary Dance Productions
- Recital Information 2016-2017
- CDP SUPERHEROES
Each class of dancers will have a designated dressing room/area. Because space is limited, and to keep a smooth running show, we cannot accommodate all parents in this space — we instead assign dresser moms to each group of dancers (these must be parent volunteers). Depending on the class size, we will need between 2-4 dresser moms per group.

Dresser moms are required to help for both dress rehearsal (June 9th) and your specific recital show (June 10th).

Dresser moms will be responsible for supervising dancers before, between, and after dancing. They will make sure dancers are lined up in their correct order for stage (line-up directions will be provided, don’t worry!), help dancers change into their next costumes, and wait with them until picked up by parents.

Each class will be assigned a parent pick up time (either at intermission or at the end of the show) depending on when dancers perform their last dance.

If dancers have a long break between performances, we will have a designated area for dresser moms to take their dancers to watch in the audience.

Once the girls are backstage, dresser moms can go to their designated seating area in the audience to watch dancers perform (dresser moms must come backstage immediately following the routine to take the dancers back to their assigned dressing room).

Dresser moms will receive one ticket for admission in the reserved “dresser mom seating” area. If you’d like to sit with your family after your dances have been picked up, you will need to purchase a separate ticket.

If you would like to sign up as a dresser mom, please follow the link to our Sign Up Genius:

The doors will open 45 minutes prior to each show. Please do not come any earlier, as we will be setting up/cleaning, and the theater doors will be locked.

Dancers must be dropped off performance ready, already wearing their costume, with additional costumes and accessories labeled in a bag.

There is no flash photography or video taping allowed on recital day. We will have a professional videographer with order forms available in the CDP lobby at the show.

All audience members should keep their seat, only entering and exiting during applause, BETWEEN DANCES. This is a special event for ALL dancers in a beautiful theater. Please dress accordingly.

Any class participating in the first act only will need to be dropped off 45 minutes prior to show time. Please pick up from dressing room at INTERMISSION.

Any class in both act one and act two must drop off 45 minutes prior to show time and pick up at the end of the show.

Any class in act two only will need to be dropped off at intermission in costume, and pick up at the end of show.

Don’t forget to bring your tickets to the show (not to dress rehearsal)!

Take dancers to the bathroom before dropping them off at the dressing room (both for dress rehearsal and recital)

Send an extra kit of bobby pins, safety pins, lipstick, hairspray, etc. with your dancer.

No eating or drinking while in costume.